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Abstract
Background: Rotational alignment of the tibial component is important for long-term success of total knee
arthroplasty (TKA). This study aimed to compare five axes in normal and osteoarthritic (OA) knees to determine a
reliable landmark for tibial rotational alignment in TKA.
Methods: One hundred twenty patients with OA knees and 40 with normal knees were included. The angle
between a line perpendicular to the surgical transepicondylar axis and each of five axes were measured on
preoperative computed tomography. The five axes were as follows: a line from the center of the posterior cruciate
ligament (PCL) to the medial border of the patellar tendon (PCL-PT), medial border of the tibial tuberosity (PCL-TT1),
medial one-third of the tibial tuberosity (PCL-TT2), and apex of the tibial tuberosity (PCL-TT3), as well as the
anteroposterior axis of the tibial prosthesis along the anterior tibial curved cortex (ATCC).
Results: For all five axes tested, the mean angles were smaller in OA knees than in normal knees. In normal knees, the
angle of the ATCC axis had the smallest mean value and narrowest range (1.6° ± 2.8°; range, −1.7°–7.7°). In OA knees,
the mean angle of the ATCC axis (0.8° ± 2.7°; range, −7.9°–9.2°) was larger than that of the PCL-TT1 axis (0.3° ± 5.5°;
range, −19.7°–10.6°) (P = 0.461), while the angle of the ATCC axis had the smallest SD and narrowest range.
Conclusion: The ATCC was found to be the most reliable and useful anatomical landmark for tibial rotational
alignment in TKA.
Keywords: Total knee arthroplasty, Rotational alignment, Tibial component rotation, Anatomical landmark, Anterior
tibial curved cortex

Background
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is considered a definitive
treatment option for severe osteoarthritic (OA) knee [1].
Although most patients who receive TKA show successful functional outcomes, some patients have persistent
knee pain, limited range of motion, and instability after
TKA, eventually requiring revision TKA [2–4]. While
multiple factors are relevant for achieving successful
functional outcomes after TKA, the rotational alignment
of the tibial component is particularly important, since
malrotation can cause patellar maltracking [5–7], tibiofemoral joint instability in flexion [8–10], and premature
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wear of the polyethylene components, which eventually
affects implant longevity [11–13].
In contrast to the transepicondylar axis (TEA), which
is generally accepted as a reliable landmark for determining the rotational alignment of the femur [14–16],
no gold standard has been established for determining
the rotational alignment of the tibia, despite its critical
relevance in the outcomes of TKA. Therefore, many
anatomical landmarks on the proximal tibia have been
used to determine tibial rotational alignment in TKA,
including the medial one-third of the tibial tuberosity,
medial border of the tibial tuberosity, apex of the tibial
tuberosity, midsulcus line, and medial border of the
patellar tendon [17–27]. However, these landmarks are
difficult to identify after cutting the tibia and vary greatly
among patients [20, 21, 28]. Indeed, Siston et al. [22]
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reported substantial deviations in tibial rotational alignment after TKA, which ranged from 44° of internal rotation to 46° of external rotation, depending on the
surgeon’s ability.
Recently, Baldini et al. [17] proposed that the anterior
tibial curved cortex (ATCC) represents a reproducible
and reliable landmark for tibial rotational alignment.
The approach using the ATCC as a landmark proceeds
as follows: after cutting the proximal tibia, the anterior
surface of the tibial baseplate is matched with the ATCC
of the proximal tibia. However, the study by Baldini et
al. was based on normal knees, and their measurements
were not evaluated at the standard resection level for
primary TKA. In addition, there has been no comprehensive comparison between the usefulness of the ATCC
landmark and that of other potential landmarks. Therefore, in this study, we aimed to determine the most useful landmark for assessing tibial rotational alignment in
TKA. For this reason, we considered five axes on the
proximal tibia in normal and OA knees, at the standard
resection level for primary TKA using preoperative computed tomography (CT). We hypothesized that, compared with the other four axes assessed, the ATCC is the
most reliable landmark for optimal tibial rotational
alignment, in both normal and OA knees.

Methods
Between June and September 2010, 120 patients with
OA knees and 40 with normal knees were recruited for
this study. Patients who were candidates for TKA and
had OA knees (grade 3 or 4 on the Kellgren-Lawrence
scale) were included. Patients with inflammatory arthritis, previous open knee surgery, or infective arthritis
(active or chronic) were excluded. The normal knee
group comprised 40 patients without OA knees and with
no ligament instability, who had been scheduled for simple meniscectomy. All patients were informed of the risk
of exposure to radiation during computed tomography
(CT), and written informed consent was obtained. This
study was approved by our institutional review board
(H-0906-044-283). Table 1 summarizes the demographic
characteristics of the study participants.
To determine tibial rotational alignment, transverse
CT scans (Siemens Somatom; Siemens Medical
Solutions, Malvern, PA, USA) were obtained at 1.0- or
1.3-mm intervals from the hip to the ankle, with the
knee in full extension, as described previously [24, 29].
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
images were processed using a three-dimensional imagereconstruction/analysis
program
(OnDemand3D;
CyberMed, Irvine, CA, USA), and the best image of the
femur showing the lateral and medial epicondylar prominences was selected. In addition, a transverse image of
the proximal tibia at the optimal osteotomy level
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Table 1 The demographic characteristics of the study population
Normal knee

OA knee

Number of knees

40

120

Gender (M/F)

4:36

7:113

Mean age (year)

32.1 ± 9.7

70.0 ± 7.2

BMI (kg/m2)a

25.9 ± 3.4

26.7 ± 3.2

a

a

Height (mm)

163 ± 7.4

161 ± 5.4

Mechanical Tibiofemoral angle (°)a

varus 0.8 ± 0.4

varus 6.4 ± 3.8

a

The values are presented as mean and standard deviation

(10 mm below the highest point of the lateral plateau)
was also selected. The reference axis was defined as a
line perpendicular to the surgical TEA (sTEA; a line
from the tip of the lateral epicondyle to the sulcus of
the medial epicondyle) of the femur (Fig. 1a). Tibial rotational alignment was measured as the angle between
the reference axis and each of five anteroposterior (AP)
axes, at the level of tibial osteotomy. The five axes were
identified and defined as follows: (1) a line from the
center of the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) to the
medial border of the patellar tendon (PCL-PT; Fig. 1b)
[18]; (2) a line from the center of the PCL to the medial
border of the tibial tuberosity (PCL-TT1; Fig. 1c) [19];
a line from the center of the PCL to the medial onethird of the tibial tuberosity (PCL-TT2; Fig. 1d) [20];
(4) a line from the center of the PCL to the apex of the
tibial tuberosity (PCL-TT3; Fig. 1e) [27]; and (5) the AP
axis of the tibial prosthesis, using a tibial prosthesis
template (LPS-Flex; Zimmer, Warsaw, IN, USA), along
the ATCC (Fig. 1f ) [17]. Internal rotation was shown as
a negative value, while external rotation was shown as a
positive value.

Statistical Analysis

A priori sample size analysis using G*Power version
3.1.2 showed that 30 cases per group were required
to detect a statistically significant between-group difference with 1° precision in terms of tibial component rotation (α = 0.05, β = 0.8). For descriptive
analysis, data are presented as mean values with
standard deviations (SDs) and ranges. All data were
tested for normal distribution using the KolmogorovSmirnov test. When a normal distribution was
present, the Student’s t test was used to evaluate the
relationship within each group, and the paired t test
was used to examine the significance of the difference for each axis. Radiographic parameters were
measured twice by two independent observers (JJ and
JIK), with a two-week interval between measurements. Intra- and interobserver reliability were
assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICCs). Statistical analyses were performed using
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Fig. 1 The method of angular measurement was shown. a The anteroposterior axis of the distal femur (AP axis), which projects perpendicular to
the surgical transepicondylar axis (sTEA) that connects the most prominent points of the lateral epicondyle and sulcus of the medial epicondyle,
was used as the reference axis. b The center of the posterior cruciate ligament was defined as cPCL. The angle PCL-PT was made by the AP axis
and a line from cPCL to the medial border of the patellar tendon (a). c The angle PCL-TT1 was made by the AP axis and a line from cPCL to the
medial border of the tibial tuberosity (b). d The angle PCL-TT2 was made by the AP axis and a line from cPCL to the medial one-third of the tibial
tuberosity (c). e The angle PCL-TT3 was made by the AP axis and a line from cPCL to the apex of the tibial tuberosity (d). f The angle ATCC was made
by the AP axis and the anteroposterior axis of the tibial prosthesis (e) (using tibial prosthesis template) along the anterior tibial curved cortex (asterisk)

SPSS version 20.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY,
USA), with P values of <0.05 considered significant.

all measurements, ranging from 0.81 to 0.92, which indicated that all measurements had good reliability.

Results
For all five axes tested, the mean angles were smaller in
OA knees than in normal knees (P < 0.05). The AP axes
of the proximal tibia showed greater internal rotation in
OA knees than in normal knees. The difference in the
mean angle of the ATCC axis between OA and normal
knees was smaller than that of the other axes tested
(P = 0.047). In normal knees, the angle of the ATCC axis
had the smallest mean value and narrowest range
(1.6° ± 2.8°; range, −1.7°–7.7°). In OA knees, the angle of
the PCL-TT1 axis (0.3° ± 5.5°; range, −19.7°–10.6°) had
the smallest mean value, but the SD and range exceeded
those of the angle of the ATCC axis (0.8° ± 2.7°; range,
−7.9°–9.2°). The mean angle of the ATCC axis was larger
than that of the PCL-TT1 axis, but the difference was
not significant (P = 0.461). The angle of the ATCC axis
had the smallest SD and narrowest range (Table 2). The
ICCs for inter- and intraobserver reliability were >0.8 for

Discussion
The most important findings of this study were as follows: (1) the AP axes of the proximal tibia showed
greater internal rotation in OA knees than in normal
knees, and (2) although the mean angle of the ATCC
axis was larger than that of the PCL-TT1 axis, the angle
of the ATCC axis had the smallest SD and narrowest
range noted for OA knees.
Based on previous reports, the nature of OA-related
rotational deformity of the tibia with respect to the corresponding position in normal knees is debatable. In a
CT study, Matsui et al. [30] reported that the tibia tends
to be externally rotated in OA knees with varus deformity. Similarly, using magnetic resonance imaging, Sahin
et al. [31] showed that, in OA knees with varus deformity, the tibia tends to rotate externally relative to the
orientation noted in normal knees. On the contrary, in
the present study, although the absolute values of the
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Table 2 The tibial component rotational alignment in normal and OA knees
Tibial Component Rotational Alignment
Normal knees (n = 40)
PCL-PT

OA knees (n = 120)
Range (°)a

P valueb

−1.2 ± 4.7

−13.8 ~ 10.0

< 0.001

Mean ± SD (°)a

Range (°)a

Mean ± SD (°)a

2.8 ± 4.9

−8.2 ~ 13.2

PCL-TT1

4.0 ± 4.7

−6.2 ~ 12.2

0.3 ± 5.5

−19.7 ~ 10.6

< 0.001

PCL-TT2

14.7 ± 5.0

5.4 ~ 23.5

9.8 ± 5.4

−8.1 ~ 21.9

< 0.001

PCL-TT3

19.9 ± 5.4

8.4 ~ 28.7

14.8 ± 5.4

0 .3 ~ 27.8

< 0.001

ATCC

1.6 ± 2.8

−1.7 ~ 7.7

0.8 ± 2.7

−7.9 ~ 9.2

0.047

a

Internal rotation was denoted as a negative value, and external rotation as a positive value
Student’s t-test

b

angles of the AP axes indicated external rotation compared with the reference axis (except for the PCL-PT
axis), OA knees were found to show a tendency to rotate
internally relative to the orientation noted in normal
knees. This finding is consistent with that of Khan et al.
[32], who showed greater external rotation in normal
knees than in OA knees. This aspect is important clinically because, if information regarding tibial rotational
alignment in normal knees is applied to OA knees, the
tibial component might rotate externally and result in
malrotation-related adverse outcomes after TKA.
Rotational alignment of the tibia is important for the
long-term success and good functional outcome of TKA.
However, the tibial component may malrotate intraoperatively due to a lack of distinct landmarks after cutting
the tibia or anatomic variability [20, 21, 28]. Several
authors reported that excessive internal rotation of the
tibial component causes patellar maltracking and persistent anterior knee pain [5–7]. Other reports also mentioned flexion and mid-flexion instability due to poor
matching between the tibial and femoral components
through the range of motion [8–10]. Some authors
expressed particular concern regarding the association
between the malrotation of the tibial component and
premature wear of the polyethylene components, leading
to component loosening [11–13]. Moreover, Su et al.
[33] reported that malrotation of the tibial component is
one of the causes of knee stiffness, whereas Barrack et
al. [2] reported that even small deviations (6.2°) towards
internal rotation of the tibial component were associated
with increased postoperative pain. Finally, the mechanism underlying the detrimental effect of malrotation of
the tibial component was confirmed not only in clinical
studies but also in a biomechanical study, which showed
that
malrotation
is
implicated
in
increased
biomechanical stress induced by AP translations [34].
To determine the rotational alignment of the tibial
component in TKA, several anatomical landmarks on
the proximal tibia have been proposed [17–27]. Many
studies have shown that the tibial tuberosity is a reliable
landmark [24, 35–37]. However, there is some concern

that employing the tibial tuberosity as a landmark results
in malrotation of the tibial component. As for the medial
one-third of the tibial tuberosity, Dalury et al. [19] reported that the tibial tray should be rotated externally to
the medial one-third of the tibial tuberosity to maximize
function. In addition, Eckhoff et al. [20] demonstrated
that an average of 19° of external rotation of the tibial
component relative to the femoral component occurred
when the medial one-third of the tibial tuberosity was
used as a reference for tibial rotational alignment. As for
the medial border of the tibial tuberosity, Huddleston et
al. [21] evaluated a neutral point on the rotating tibial
insert and reported that this point was approximately 5°
external to the medial border of the tibial tuberosity. In
this study, the mean angles of these landmarks varied
greatly compared with the others, indicating that isolated use of this landmark could result in tibial
malrotation.
The PCL-PT axis also has been suggested as a reliable
reference line for tibial rotational alignment [19]. This
landmark was initially proposed by Akagi et al. [18], who
reported that the mean angle between this line and a
line perpendicular to the clinical epicondylar axis of the
femur in normal knees was 0°, ranging from 6.3° of internal rotation to 5.2° of external rotation. Sahin et al.
[31] also reported that Akagi’s line was the least affected
by interobserver inconsistency, and, therefore, provided
the best guidance for determining tibial rotational alignment. Our result using the PCL-PT axis as a landmark
in OA knees (−1.2° ± 4.7°) is similar to reported findings
[18, 24, 31, 38]; however, the SD was greater, indicating
more variability than the angle of the ATCC axis
(0.8° ± 2.7°).
In our study, we found that the ATCC axis had a narrow SD with the least variability. The mean angle of the
ATCC axis (0.8° ± 2.7°) was larger than that of the PCLTT1 axis (0.3° ± 5.5°), but the difference was not significant. Additionally, use of the ATCC as a landmark has
several advantages over the other axes. First, a single
area is more readily identifiable than a single point or
line. The ATCC can be palpated after tibial cutting
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during TKA, and, thus, proper positioning of the tibial
component can be achieved intraoperatively. Unfortunately, many sagittal axes are not easily identifiable during surgery. Second, if preoperative CT images are
obtained to improve positioning of the tibial component,
the ATCC can offer a simple and accurate method to
predict tibial rotational alignment after TKA by applying
the tibial prosthesis template on the CT image at the desired osteotomy level. Therefore, we believe that the
ATCC is a reliable and useful anatomical landmark for
tibial rotational alignment.
There are several limitations to our study. First, this
study only addressed tibiofemoral conformity with the
knee in extension, and not through the arc of flexion, during which the degree of matching may change. However,
in their biplanar image-matching study, Asano et al. [14]
reported that the flexion-extension axis of the knee corresponded to an sTEA of 0° to 90°. Because the present
study compared the usefulness of five axes with reference
to the sTEA, we believe that tibiofemoral conformity in
flexion would be better with use of the ATCC axis because
this axis has less deviation from the sTEA. Second, with
the advent of mobile bearings systems and customized devices, the importance of landmarks for rotation alignment
of tibia may decreased. However, even with mobile bearing systems, obtaining accurate tibial component rotation
remains of key importance because substantial malrotations may not be entirely corrected using mobile bearing
systems. Thus, it is more feasible to obtain tibial component rotation as precise as possible, and correct some
minor errors by mobile bearing systems. Customization
has certain disadvantages such as increased inconvenience
and economic cost. Therefore, rather than implementing
customization in routine clinical practice, we believe that
it is better to use customized devices only when severe
deformity exists. The ATCC-based method for determining tibial rotational alignment is simple and accurate,
because the ATCC can be palpated after tibial cutting and,
thus, proper positioning of the tibial component can be
achieved easily even without customized devices.
Finally, the number of normal knees was small compared with the number of OA knees, and the patients’
characteristics such as age and mechanical tibiofemoral
angle were not matched between the groups. However,
OA is more prevalent at older ages, while normal knees
are rarer; therefore, it is difficult to match the age. In
addition, although the mechanical tibiofemoral angles
were not matched between groups, it should be noted
that, in each group, the angles of five axes were compared under the same mechanical tibiofemoral angle.
Therefore, we believe that ATCC is the most accurate
landmark for determining the rotational alignment of
the tibia in both normal and mild-to-moderate varus
alignment.
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Conclusion
In this study, we compared the usefulness of five anatomical landmarks on the proximal tibia for determining
tibial rotational alignment in TKA. Compared to the
observations in normal knees, these AP axes showed
greater internal rotation relative to sTEA in OA knees.
The ATCC was found to be the most reliable and useful
anatomical landmark for determining tibial rotational
alignment in TKA.
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